
Optimize Growth
Experience the benet of Data Capture

At ParcelKiosk we enable our Clients to optimize their

shipping operations through data accuracy. Our tools help

businesses of all sizes improve their shipping decisions and

achieve their “order to ship” performance.
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Integrate with Bedal
Optimization through Bedal reduces waste, improves
decision making and drives customer retention. 

The tradition way of parcel preparation and acceptance
is cumbersome and risk prone. Your business can now
improve order to ship metrics through aordable
automation. Bedal 3S ensures package dimensions
and weight are accurately captured and presented in
your shipping platform for onward processing. 

Our clients on average save up to 10% on shipping

Bedal SmartConnect (BSC) is a middleware that empowers the integration process between 

charges and see a vast improvement in resource eciency. 

BEDAL SmartConnect

Bedal and your preferred shipping platform. BSC enables you to present captured data in 
various formats and control the performance of your dimensional platform. 

     - Collect Bedal measurement data
     - Supports CSV and JSON formats
     - Custom log save destination
     - Parcel image capture and match with
 measurement
     - Manual L/W/H and weight adjustment
     - Bedal settings
     - Integration with customers’ system
     - Bedal Code (dll and API) 

“We selected Bedal because of its capability to integrate with our existing 
system. Bedal helped us by increasing the accuracy of our product dimen-
sions, order size calculation and parcel size calculation. We were also able to
implement a standard box size logic in order to standardize packing globally. 
Getting the dimensions right at the
warehouse level enables us to negotiate better shipping rates with a range of 
carriers and most importantly we save a lot of man hours by eliminating 
manual measurement checks.”

“Our nance teams would benet because they no longer need to reconcile 
carrier statements. The data captured from Bedal would help our pricing team 
take crucial decisions when it comes to setting the right pricing models, 
without the risk of losing on freight costs.”

Susie Stier
Logistics Manager

Reduce Waste
Transform your business by saving
valuable resources. 
Our solutions save our clients valuable time, reduce 

carbon footprint and free them from shipping errors. 

Cutting on operational costs help our clients compete 

and improve their performance metrics.
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